Florida False Flag

From reports, the NBC website NBC-2.COM, two days before the shooting happened which is Monday, put an article that stated: "Former student opened fire with a semiautomatic rifle in a Florida high school Wednesday". This was put up on the site two days before the shooting happened. This article was done two days before the event happened. The reason for this is because they had it full of the narrative they wanted and the Kabbalistic connections. They wanted this up the second they pulled it off to connect. But someone messed up and put it up two days early.

Also, an Aid to a Florida House Lawmaker Benjamin Kelly blew the whistle and stated that the two students interviewed on CNN were paid actors and were not survivors of the attack.

It is now known that the media hired fake students to pretend to be senior students at the high school and give crisis actor performances. We also have reports of a second shooter. There are multiple strange stories from witnesses that don't make any sense and contradict each other.

The amount of strange interviews with other claimed students blank faced repeating prepared political statements demanding gun control shows an obvious agenda.

This event was done on Valentine’s Day and the number 2:22 was used in the report of claiming the time the event happened. 222 is a Kabbalistic number its the tripling of the number 2 and relates to 22 which is the number of "God" in Kabbalah. This is the number of finishing something a plan. The digits of 222 also add to 6 the Kabbalistic number of bringing workings into existence. Valentine’s Day is also an occult power point. The area this happened in is also heavily Jewish in the population. Just look at the last name of the Sheriff: Israel. That is put in all the major headlines.

This is the repeat of the Sandy Hook that was a false attack and was pulled off in a totally Jewish area. That used major Jewish crisis actors all prepared to push gun control on America. Jewish Hollywood also put predictive programming in their movies for this with the Batman movie:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnDVjyAHT8Y
Remember how the Jewish media went on and on about how the claimed shooter Lanza was a Batman fan and dressed up like the Dark Night.... It was the tie in to this subliminal they used in their movie.

The telling part is that the Jewish Media is freaking out over the amount of people who are calling out this fake shooting in Florida this shows the whole thing is falling apart. The Jews also forced Amazon to ban books showing Sandy Hook was a hoax. Right now the Jews are trying to pull down as many videos on YouTube about the Florida false shooting as they can.

Our RTRs are ripping their matrix of control apart and their Kabbalistic memetics are not working anymore.

Six people who survived the Columbine School attack stated years later that there were multiple shooters attacking the school not just the two students, and other strange events going on. They gave names, but the six witnesses all died under strange situations shortly after. And in the report that was released all the names given were blacked out.
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